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Professional expectations for lawyers, prosecutors and judges in Nordic courtrooms promote
calm and composure - strong emotional expressions do not belong, however, this contrasts with
the expectations of the public who may expect fiery arguments and aggressive questioning. The
suggested project will explore this clash of courtroom expectations and the role of a new digital
practice - live-reporting – in this process.
With the recent introduction of digital reporting direct from the courtroom, journalists can, in
real-time, describe and broadcast depictions of the gestures, actions, facial expressions and
emotions of legal professionals and lay participants in dramatic terms in order to grab the
readers’ attention. These reports are published and continuously updated on news websites and
are then instantly discussed and evaluated by online audiences. This raises challenges regarding
which emotions are reported along with whose emotions and how they are depicted. This is
important as such digital reports, which are becoming more common, may constitute the most
direct contact the public has with the justice system. Questions which arise in this clash of
emotional cultures include: are trials live-reported in overly-dramatized terms in order to appeal
to the public? How do audiences interact with this new form of courtroom reporting and what
expectations do audiences have of a trial and its participants? The way in which legal
professionals relate to this new digital practice becoming a part of courtroom culture is also
relevant to explore. This suggested project therefore explores the implications and impact of the
courtroom being opened to a wider audience and the role this new digital technology has on
courtroom cultures, with particular focus on the emotional cultures of courtrooms.

Aim of the study and research questions
This project aims at analysing how today’s live-reporting interacts with Nordic courtroom
cultures as the production and employment of digital reports from trials typically diverge from
calm and composed courtroom cultures. Three research questions stand at the centre:
1) How is reporters’ digital live-reporting accomplished?
2) How is digital live-reporting responded to by the public?
3) How do legal professionals relate to live-reporting?
The first two questions concern what reporters write about, who they write about as well as how
readers and viewers comment and in other ways respond to live-reports (Skilbrei, 2012;
Wästerfors, 2006, 2008). The third question looks at how legal professionals whose
performances are depicted relate to this new digital practice. The idea is to carefully analyse
instances of live-reporting, as well as narratives produced around it, in order to clarify what
live-reporting “does” with courtroom culture, and vice versa.

Theoretical framework
Legal professionals are typically associated with neutrality, objectivity and impartiality and an
absence of emotion (Bandes, 1999; Bladini, 2013; Maroney, 2011). Research shows that legal
professionals use “emotion work” (Hochschild, 1983) to ensure that their emotional displays are
in line with these professional expectations. For instance, judges, prosecutors and defence
lawyers in the Swedish courtroom follow implicit rules to display emotions that are appropriate

to the courtroom (Bergman Blix & Wettergren, 2015; Flower, 2016a, 2016b, 2018; Jacobsson,
2008; Törnqvist, 2017). This research also show that these rules promote the subtle expression
of emotions and that this restraint is required in order to uphold the façade that the law is based
on rationality – the understated display of emotions quietens their role in law (Flower, 2018).
However, research also shows that the expectations of lay participants are often in contrast to
these professional expectations (Flower, 2018; Westlund & Eriksson, 2013).
Although the research field of law and emotion is booming, the “emotionalization of law”
(Karstedt, 2002, p. 299) has focused in particular on the emotions of legal professionals, hence
we do not currently know how digital reporting interacts with the emotion rules of the
courtroom (see Bandes, 1999; Bergman Blix & Wettergren, 2019 for an overview). This is
important as during conspicuous and highly publicised trials the courtroom’s audience is
dramatically enlarged to a wide set of readers who may get quickly engaged in the reporter’s
descriptions and perspectives. Thus, how the emotions in a trial are depicted in the media is a
phenomenon of contemporary importance. Linked to this, because journalists “frame” trials –
making certain aspects more salient or meaningful to the audience (Entman, 1993; Goffman,
1974) and because emotions are “social things” (Doyle McCarthy, 2017, p. 116), constructed,
shaped and reproduced in all interaction – direct live-reports can construct the emotions and
associated emotional expectations of trials. It is therefore relevant to study how trials and their
participants are depicted, presented and imprinted in the public’s perception of the judiciary.
This suggested project therefore builds on and expands previous research identifying frictions
between courtroom culture and the public’s perception of this (Bondeson, 1979, 2003).
The theoretical underpinnings view emotions as integral to today’s “emotional society”
(Hochschild, 1983; Illouz, 2007), to a greater extent than before (Elias, 1994). Furthermore, the
new digital age sees the digitalisation of immediacy: we no longer want to wait until the evening
news or the following morning’s paper to read about what happened in a trial, we want to know
– and react upon it – now (Bauman, 2007).

Criminological relevance
Live-reporting has implications for witnesses as in many countries such as Sweden and
Denmark, witnesses should not attend the trial before they have been questioned (SFS, RB 36,
§1; Gomard & Kistrup, 2013). Furthermore, although a trial should be public in both countries,
the introduction of live-reporting means witnesses can follow the trial they are about to attend in
real-time (Gomard & Kistrup, 2013; SFS, RB kap 5). There is therefore a risk that witnesses are
influenced by what has been reported, similar to the effect that pre-trial publicity has been
shown to have on jurors (Fein, McCloskey, & Tomlinson, 1997). Whilst questions regarding
rule of law stemming from this are outside the scope of the current project, witnesses may
nonetheless constitute part of the audience who engage with live- reports. To reiterate, it is the
immediacy of the reporting that brings novel dilemmas, diverging from those arising from the
traditional, delayed reporting.
This gap in the criminological field becomes even more urgent to fill as studies show that live
reporting is considered to be more balanced and/or factual than traditional articles
(Thurman & Walters, 2013). Furthermore, live reporting is thought to increase transparency in
the criminal justice system (Winnick, 2014) whilst research in Denmark shows that live
updating news pages are a popular news formats, engaging readers for a longer time
compared to visits to other online news formats (Thurman, 2015). If we also consider that
journalists should hunt for emotional details that can grab the reader (Wennstam, 2 006, p. 24) ,
it leads to questions as to whether the immediacy of this form of reporting has added challenges
when attempting to hook the reader (Hewett, 2015) . It also raises questions as to how trials and
their participants are constructed, represented and discussed. This format of reporting trials thus

deserves more criminological attention. Further support for this can be found in studies showing
that viewers’ perceptions of trials may be influenced by medialised depictions in TV programs
(Barthe, Leone, & Lateano, 2013; Fielding, 2006) with one study describing how hashtags, links
and photos were used on a microblog reporting a murder trial (Knight, 2017) – however how
trials are depicted in live-reports direct from the courtroom has not been explored.
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